Comic can be found [here](#). Soundtrack can be found [here](#).

**Sorted by track number**

(Bottom of the page holds miscellaneous trivia that doesn’t fit here.)

---

**Track Name:** Back to Zero  
**Based On:** Once Upon a Time  
**Composer:** Dorked  
**Leitmotifs:** Your Best Friend, Memory/His Theme, Reunited, Once Upon a Time, Beta Undertale

**Track Name:** Restart (full start theme)  
**Composer:** Dorked  
**Based On:** Menu (Full)  
**Leitmotifs:** Your Best Friend, It’s Showtime!, Reunited, Once Upon a Time, Memory/His Theme, Beta Undertale, Bonetrousle

**Track Name:** Here we go again.  
**Composer:** ThomasThePencil  
**Based On:** Your Best Friend  
**Leitmotifs:** Your Best Friend/Finale.

**Track Name:** Stay Determined!  
**Composer:** Dorked  
**Based On:** Loosely based on Fallen Down  
**Leitmotifs:** Determination/King Description

**Track Name:** Ruins  
**Composer:** Dorked  
**Based On:** Original with some loosely inspired elements from Pokemon Mystery Dungeon’s Temporal Tower.  
**Leitmotifs:** Determination, Bergentrückung, Your Best Friend/Finale.

**Track Name:** Ain’t Afraid  
**Composer:** Master of Toast  
**Based On:** Ghost Fight
**Leitmotifs:** Ghost Fight

**Track Name:** According To Plan  
**Composer:** DashingToadie  
**Based On:** Original  
**Leitmotifs:** Your Best Friend

**Track Name:** The Seeds of Friendship  
**Composer:** 2nogyrop and Jamangar  
**Based On:** Uwa!! So Temperate  
**Leitmotifs:** Your Best Friend

**Track Name:** Bothersome Bullies  
**Composer:** Dorked, Jimmy The Bassist  
**Based On:** Original  
**Leitmotifs:** Bothersome Bullies

**Track Name:** A Trio of Troublemakers!  
**Composer:** Pineapple With Sunglasses  
**Based On:** Original  
**Leitmotifs:** Enemy Approaching, Dummy!

**Track Name:** Fatal Fall  
**Composer:** Dorked and 2nogyrop  
**Based On:** Determination (loosely).  
**Leitmotifs:** Fallen Down Reprise, Your Best Friend

**Track Name:** Home  
**Composer:** Jamangar  
**Based On:** Home  
**Leitmotifs:** Reunited, Your Best Friend, Stronger Monsters, Memory/His Theme(?)

**Track Name:** Home (Music Box Edition)  
**Composer:** Jamangar  
**Based On:** Home (Music Box Edition)  
**Leitmotifs:** Reunited, Your Best Friend, Stronger Monsters, Memory/His Theme(?)

**Track Name:** Regret  
**Composer:** Dorked and CoffeK  
**Based On:** Heartache  
**Leitmotifs:** Bergentrückung, Finale, Determination, Heartache,

**Track Name:** Gefallener König  
**Composer:** Mada  
**Based On:** Original  
**Leitmotifs:** Bergentrückung, Heartache
Special Notes: Originally titled “Fallen King”.

Track Name: A Desperate Plea + Righting Wrongs
Composer: Dorked and Jimmy the Bassist
Based On: Original
Leitmotifs: Small Shock, Bergentrückung, Heartache, Reunited, Stronger Monsters, Memory/His Theme.

Track Name: Your Theme
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Run Away, Fugitives (Pokemon Mystery Dungeon Blue Rescue Team)
Leitmotifs: Reunited, Stronger Monsters, Once Upon a Time
Special Notes: Originally titled “Above Consequences”.

Track Name: Tense
Composer: DashingToadie
Based On: Sans’s intro music(?)
Leitmotifs: Dating Tense

Track Name: PAPYRUS, THE VERY COOL SCIENTIST!
Composer: ThomasThePencil
Based On: Loosely based on Nyeh Heh Heh!
Leitmotifs: Undyne/Spear of Justice, Nyeh Heh Heh!

Track Name: heya. ["skeletwo." Cover]
Composer: ThomasThePencil and LucasPucas
Based On: Loosely based on sans.
Leitmotifs: sans.

Track Name: Land of Ice and Snow
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Land of Immortality from Bravely Default.
Leitmotifs: Snowy, Premonition, It’s Raining Somewhere Else.

Track Name: Sniffed Out
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Original
Leitmotifs: Room of Dog.

Track Name: Ruffer ‘n’ Tuffer
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Loosely based on Fighting of the Spirit from Tales of Symphonia.
Leitmotifs: Dance of Dog, Dogsong, Heartache, Song That Might Play When You Fight Sans, MEGALOVANIA.

Track Name: It’s Calltime!
Composer: Electric Sparks  
**Based On:** Steel Samurai Ringtone from Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney.  
**Leitmotifs:** It's Showtime!

Track Name: Ditching Foes v2  
Composer: PineWithSun  
**Based On:** Various tracks from Kirby Squeak Squad  
**Leitmotifs:** Wrong Number Song, Enemy Approaching, Your Best Friend, Bonetrousle, You Idiot(?)

Track Name: THE GREAT PAPYRUS' INCREDIBLY COOL BATTLE SONG! (ALSO KNOWN AS BONETROUSLE!!!)  
Composer: Dorked  
**Based On:** Bonetrousle  
**Leitmotifs:** Bonetrousle/Trailertrousle, It's Raining Somewhere Else, Undyne/Spear of Justice

Track Name: It's Snowing in this Town  
Composer: Dorked  
**Based On:** Original with some elements from It’s Raining Somewhere Else and sans.  
**Leitmotifs:** Snowy, It’s Raining Somewhere Else

Track Name: Shop (Snowdin)  
Composer: DashingToadie  
**Based On:** Original  
**Leitmotifs:** Snowy, It’s Raining Somewhere Else

Track Name: The Story So Far (All Parts)  
Composer: 2nogyroP  
**Based On:** Live/Death Report  
**Leitmotifs:** Live/Death Report, Undyne/Spear of Justice, Snowy, Ghost Fight, Spooktune

Track Name: skeletwo.  
Composer: LucasPucas  
**Based On:** Loosely based on sans.  
**Leitmotifs:** sans.

Track Name: Lazybones  
Composer: Dorked, Jimmy the Bassist and Keno.  
**Based On:** Loosely based on Bonetrousle with various elements from sans., IRSE and MEGALOVANIA.  
**Leitmotifs:** Song That Might Play When You Fight Sans, MEGALOVANIA/MeGaLoVania, Heartache, Bonetrousle, It’s Raining Somewhere Else.
Track Name: Happy Breaktime  
Composer: Jimmy the Bassist  
Based On: Original  
Leitmotifs: sans., It’s Raining Somewhere Else

Track Name: sans date.  
Composer: Offtopic  
Leitmotifs: Never Gonna Give You Up, Snowy, sans.

Track Name: Song that Might Play When Papyrus Forces You to Up Your Dating Power.  
Composer: Offtopic and CharaGunner  
Based On: Song that Might Play When You Fight Sans  
Leitmotifs: Snowy, Bonetrousle.

Track Name: Waterfall  
Composer: Dorked  
Based On: Waterfall  
Leitmotifs: Alphys

Track Name: Alphys  
Composer: LucasPucas  
Based On: Undyne with some elements from Alphys  
Leitmotifs: Alphys

Track Name: Bassiere Von Dohj III  
Composer: Timberwoof  
Based On: Victor Kudo ~ How Sad, the Melody of This War Song from Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney: Trials and Tribulations  
Leitmotifs: Bassiere Von Dohj III  
Special Notes: Also used for various other AUs.

Track Name: Fort Aquarius  
Composer: LucasPucas  
Based On: Original  
Leitmotifs: Alphys, Waterfall, Bassiere Von Dohj III

Track Name: Fighting for Your Life  
Composer: Dorked and Master of Toast  
Based On: Fighting to The End from Bravely Default  
Leitmotifs: Heartache, Star, Alphys

Track Name: Royal Guard Rumble!  
Composer: Dorked  
Based On: Conflict’s Chime from Bravely Default  
Leitmotifs: Alphys, Star, Heartache
Special Notes: Alphys here is arranged in minor.

Track Name: Captain’s Conflict
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Beatrix’s Theme (Rose of May) from Final Fantasy IX
Leitmotifs: Alphys

Track Name: Warhound’s Wrath V2
Composer: Dorked, Doctorine
Based On: That Person’s Name Is from Bravely Default
Leitmotifs: Bassiere Von Dohj III, Alphys, Once Upon a Time
Special Notes: Originally titled “It’s Pronounced Dohj!!!”

Track Name: The Jig is Up!
Composer: Dorked
Based On: The Sword Of Doubt from Final Fantasy IX
Leitmotifs: Alphys, Waterfall(?)

Track Name: Uwa!! So ONION!!!
Composer: 2nogyroP
Based On: Uwa!! So [Blank]
Leitmotifs: Uwa!! So [Blank]
Special Notes: onionsans

Track Name: Resting Rapids
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Quiet Water
Leitmotifs: Alphys

Track Name: Dogsong v2
Composer: kae
Based On: Dogsong
Leitmotifs: Dogsong, Nyeh Heh Heh!

Track Name: Just an Act
Composer: Dorked
Based On: At the Bottom of Night from Chrono Trigger
Leitmotifs: Stronger Monsters, Reunited

Track Name: Heart to Heart
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Defend Globe from Pokemon Mystery Dungeon
Leitmotifs: Bonetrousle, Reunited, Snowy, Stronger Monsters, Once Upon a Time

Track Name: THE GREATEST RINGTONE!!!
Composer: Electric Sparks
Based On: Steel Samurai Ringtone from Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney.
Leitmotifs: Nyeh Heh Heh!

Track Name: Alley Girls + Dumpster Dueling
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Team Charm’s Theme from Pokémon Mystery Dungeon: Explorers of Sky
Leitmotifs: Alley Girls + Dumpster Dueling

Track Name: Dazzled Fans And Shining Shades; The Star Is Here!
Composer: Pineapple With Sunglasses, Dorked, Atrea
Based On: A Cruel Angel’s Thesis from Evangelion
Leitmotifs: It’s Showtime!, Death Report, Oh! One True Love!, Thundersnail

Track Name: Danger! The Killer Robot Descends!
Composer: Atrea and Dorked (Originally) Burke (Current version)
Based On: Loosely based on Metal Crusher
Leitmotifs: Metal Crusher, Ghost Fight

Track Name: Residence of Frighty Spooks
Composer: Dekanai and Dorked
Based On: Original
Leitmotifs: Ghost Fight, Spooktune

Track Name: Forged from Our Ashes
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Corridors of Time from Chrono Trigger
Leitmotifs: Waterfall, Alphys, Heartache

Track Name: Weapon Shop
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Hammer’s Shop from Castlevania: Aria of Sorrow
Leitmotifs: Waterfall, Undyne/Spear of Justice
Special Notes: No, it’s not Undyne’s dad. Jesus christ.

Track Name: Turtle Shop
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Loosely based on Corridors of Time from Chrono Trigger
Leitmotifs: Shop, Lament of The Last, Forged from Our Ashes, Waterfall

Track Name: G-Get Back!
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Original
Leitmotifs: Alphys

Track Name: Dutybound
Composer: Jimmy the Bassist
Based On: Original with some inspirations from Bravely Default’s OST, Spear of Justice, and the work of Dream Theatre.
Leitmotifs: Alphys, Heartache

Track Name: Wavering Spirit -Final-
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Very loosely based on Spear of Justice
Leitmotifs: Alphys, Heartache, Undyne/Spear of Justice, MEGALOVANIA, It's Raining Somewhere Else, Lament of The Last, Captain's Conflict

Track Name: Into the Inferno...
Composer: Dorked and Atrea
Based On: Chaos Angel Map from Sonic Advance 3
Leitmotifs: Another Medium, Waterfall/Ruins(?)

Track Name: Impending Dread
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Danger Mystery
Leitmotifs: Danger Mystery, Undyne/Spear of Justice.

Track Name: NGAHHH!
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Spear of Justice
Leitmotifs: Undyne/Spear of Justice.

Track Name: Scientific Justice V4
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Loosely based on Spear of Justice
Leitmotifs: Spear of Justice/Undyne, Another Medium

Track Name: Undyne’s Lab
Composer: LucasPucas
Based On: Original
Leitmotifs: Spear of Justice/Undyne, Metal Crusher

Track Name: The Heat is Rising! Undyne's Lava Domain!
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Chaos Angel Act 1 from Sonic Advance 3.
Leitmotifs: Another Medium, Undyne/Spear of Justice, Battle Against a True Hero.

Track Name: Actually This Tension Is Probably Warranted All Things Considered
Composer: 2nogyroP
Based On: Unnecessary Tension
Leitmotifs: It’s Showtime!
Track Name: Moonlight Mettaton Appears!
Composer: Jimmy the Bassist
Based On: Loosely based on Moon Prism Power Make Up from Sailor Moon.
Leitmotifs: Death By Glamour (Guitar at the beginning), CORE (At 00:23), It’s Showtime!

Track Name: Mushroom Crusher
Composer: DashingToadie
Based On: Metal Crusher
Leitmotifs: Mushroom Dance

Track Name: Enough. Enough! ENOUGH!!!
Composer: ThomasThePencil
Based On: Dummy! (Intro)
Leitmotifs: Dummy! (Intro), Ghost Fight/Dummy!

Track Name: Battle Of The Ages! The Dummy Strikes Back!
Composer: Pineapple With Sunglasses and Dorked
Based On: Bloody Stream from JoJo’s Bizarre Adventures Part 2: Battle Tendency
Leitmotifs: It’s Showtime!, Metal Crusher, Dummy!, Spear of Justice/Undyne

Track Name: Battle Of The Ages! The Nuisance Reappears!
Composer: Pineapple With Sunglasses and Dorked
Based On: Bloody Stream from JoJo’s Bizarre Adventures Part 2: Battle Tendency
Leitmotifs: It’s Showtime!, Metal Crusher, Wrong Number Song, Spear of Justice/Undyne

Track Name: Battle Of The Ages! The Drama Queen Takes The Stage!
Composer: Pineapple With Sunglasses and Dorked
Based On: Bloody Stream from JoJo’s Bizarre Adventures Part 2: Battle Tendency
Leitmotifs: It’s Showtime!, Metal Crusher, Spear of Justice/Undyne, Mysterious Room

Track Name: Battle Of The Ages! An Artist Awaits!
Composer: Pineapple With Sunglasses and Dorked
Based On: Bloody Stream from JoJo’s Bizarre Adventures Part 2: Battle Tendency
Leitmotifs: It’s Showtime!, Metal Crusher, Wrong Enemy?!, Spear of Justice/Undyne

Track Name: Battle Of The Ages! The Scientist and Her Creation Attack!
Composer: Pineapple With Sunglasses
Based On: Bloody Stream from JoJo’s Bizarre Adventures Part 2: Battle Tendency
Leitmotifs: It’s Showtime!, Metal Crusher, Spear of Justice/Undyne, Battle Against a True Hero, Another Medium, Bloody Stream

Track Name: Battle of the- ...wait, what?!
Composer: Pineapple With Sunglasses and Dorked
Based On: Bloody Stream from JoJo’s Bizarre Adventures Part 2: Battle Tendency
Leitmotifs: It’s Showtime!, Metal Crusher, Spear of Justice/Undyne, Battle Against a True Hero, Another Medium, Bloody Stream
Special Notes: bork

Track Name: Broadcast Of Madness
Composer: Jason64ii and Offtopic
Based On: An Ending
Leitmotifs: Ruins

Track Name: Days Long Past
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Original
Leitmotifs: Undyne/Spear of Justice, Amalgalm.

Track Name: Webbed Waltz
Composer: ThomasThePencil
Based On: Spider Dance
Leitmotifs: Ghost Fight/Spider Dance, Metal Crusher, Oh! One True Love!

Track Name: Prime Time Turnabout: Prelude
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Courtroom Lobby ~ New Prelude - Apollo Justice: Ace Attorney
Leitmotifs: Core, Another Medium, Oh! One True Love!

Track Name: Prime Time Turnabout: Another Gratuitous Courtroom Drama
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Trial - Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney: Trials and Tribulations
Leitmotifs: Another Medium, Metal Crusher.

Track Name: Prime Time Turnabout: Too -Cool- for School
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Age, Regret, Reward from Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney
Leitmotifs: Enemy Approaching, Snowy

Track Name: Prime Time Turnabout: Cross-Examination ~ Moderato 2017
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Cross-Examination ~ Moderato 2001 from Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney
Leitmotifs: Another Medium

Track Name: Prime Time Turnabout: Cross-Examination ~ Allegro 2017
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Cross-Examination ~ Allegro 2001 from Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney
Leitmotifs: Another Medium, CORE, Death by Glamour

Track Name: OBJECTION!!!!
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Miles Edgeworth ~ Objection! 2011 from Gyakuten Kenji 2.
Leitmotifs: Bonetrousle/Trailertrousle, PAPYRUS’ COOL SONG, Reunited, Undyne/Spear of Justice, Another Medium.

Track Name: Pursuit ~ THOROUGHLY JAPED!!
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Pursuit ~ Lying Coldly from Ace Attorney Investigations: Miles Edgeworth
Leitmotifs: Snowy/Dating Start.

Track Name: Pursuit ~ THOROUGHLY JAPED!! (Variation)
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Pursuit ~ Lying Coldly (Variation) from Ace Attorney Investigations: Miles Edgeworth
Leitmotifs: Snowy/Dating Start.

Track Name: OBJECTION!!! (Undyne Variation)
Composer: JustPix
Based On: Original
Leitmotifs: Undyne/Spear of Justice, Your Best Friend, Reunited

Track Name: Suspense 2015
Composer: Jimothy Stewart
Based On: Suspense from the Ace Attorney series.
Leitmotifs: Once Upon a Time, Your Best Friend

Track Name: Announce the Japes 2015
Composer: Jimothy Stewart
Based On: Announce the Truth from Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney: Justice for All
Leitmotifs: sans.

Track Name: Prime Time Turnabout: Inescapable Truth
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Announce the Truth from Ace Attorney Investigations 2
Leitmotifs: Your Best Friend/Nightmare, Undyne/Spear of Justice

Track Name: Logic and Magic
Composer: Jimothy Stewart
Based On: Trance Logic from Apollo Justice: Ace Attorney
Leitmotifs: Another Medium

Track Name: Prime Time Turnabout: Cross Examination ~Vivace~
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Questioning: Presto from Ace Attorney Investigations 2
Leitmotifs: Bassiere Von Dohj III, Undyne/Spear of Justice

Track Name: Howling with Rage
Composer: Zifto
Based On: Spear of Justice/Power of NEO  
Leitmotifs: Howling with Rage

Track Name: Prime Time Turnabout: Cross Examination ~Presto~  
Composer: Dorked  
Based On: Questioning: Presto from Ace Attorney Investigations 2  
Leitmotifs: Your Best Friend, MEGALOVANIA, sans., It’s Raining Somewhere Else

Track Name: Prime Time Turnabout: A Bittersweet Victory  
Composer: Dorked  
Based On: Won the Case! from Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney: Justice for All  
Leitmotifs: Reunited, Bonetrousle, Oh! One True Love!

Track Name: Prime Time Turnabout: An Uncertain Future  
Composer: Dorked  
Based On: End from Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney: Trials and Tribulations  
Leitmotifs: Once Upon a Time, Another Medium, Undyne/Spear of Justice, It’s Showtime, It’s Raining Somewhere Else, Snowy/Dating Start

Track Name: Paradise! The MTT Resort and Spa!  
Composer: Dorked  
Based On: Hotel  
Leitmotifs: Hotel, It’s Showtime!, Oh! One True Love!

Track Name: Presents in the Past  
Composer: MrEpic  
Based On: Original  
Leitmotifs: Bonetrousle

Track Name: Remembering The Sunshine  
Composer: Dorked  
Based On: In the Morning Sun from Pokémon Mystery Dungeon: Explorers of Sky  
Leitmotifs: Stronger Monsters, Reunited

Track Name: Escalating Tension! CORE-nered at the Genesis of DETERMINATION! v2  
Composer: Dorked  
Based On: Big Arms from Sonic the Hedgehog 3 & Knuckles  
Leitmotifs: CORE/Another Medium, Undyne/Spear of Justice/Ruins, Reunited, Battle Against a True Hero, Beta Undertale, But The Earth Refused To Die

Track Name: Voice of Reason (Chara's Theme)  
Composer: Dorked and Jimmy the Bassist  
Based On: Altair and Vega’s Theme from Bravely Second.  
Leitmotifs: Beta Undertale, Once Upon a Time.
**Track Name:** Run, run, RUN!!! An Angry Automaton’s Pursuit!  
**Composer:** Dorked  
**Based On:** Original  
**Leitmotifs:** Ghost Fight/Dummy!

**Track Name:** The Genesis of Determination: Looming Fury (Hub Area)  
**Composer:** ThomasThePencil  
**Based On:** Titanic Monarch Act 1 and 2 from Sonic Mania  
**Leitmotifs:** Undyne/Spear of Justice, CORE, Dummy!, Battle Against a New Hero

**Track Name:** The Genesis of Determination: Twisting Leaves (Ghoul Dude Stage)  
**Composer:** ThomasThePencil  
**Based On:** Titanic Monarch Act 1 from Sonic Mania  
**Leitmotifs:** Undyne/Spear of Justice, CORE, Battle Against a New Hero

**Track Name:** The Genesis of Determination: Chilling Winds (Cool Dude Stage)  
**Composer:** ThomasThePencil  
**Based On:** Titanic Monarch Act 1 from Sonic Mania  
**Leitmotifs:** Undyne/Spear of Justice, Another Medium/CORE, Battle Against a New Hero

**Track Name:** The Genesis of Determination: Roaring Seas (Azul Dude Stage)  
**Composer:** ThomasThePencil  
**Based On:** Titanic Monarch Act 1 from Sonic Mania  
**Leitmotifs:** Undyne/Spear of Justice, CORE, Battle Against a New Hero

**Track Name:** The Genesis of Determination: Unangelic Chaos (Pool Dude Stage)  
**Composer:** ThomasThePencil  
**Based On:** Titanic Monarch Act 1 from Sonic Mania and Chaos Angel Act from Sonic Advance 3  
**Leitmotifs:** Undyne/Spear of Justice, Another Medium/CORE, Battle Against a New Hero

**Track Name:** The Genesis Of Determination: Seasonal Showdown (VS. Season Dudes)  
**Composer:** ThomasThePencil and Dorked  
**Based On:** Hi Spec Robo Go! (Hard-Boiled Heavies) from Sonic Mania  
**Leitmotifs:** Ghost Fight/Dummy!

**Track Name:** Yes, Yes! YES!!! THE MAD MANNEQUIN GETS THEIR REVENGE!!!!  
**Composer:** PineWithSun  
**Based On:** Original  
**Leitmotifs:** Ghost Fight/Dummy!/Mad Mew Mew

**Track Name:** Soul-Splitting Fury! Mad Mew Mew’s Grand Debut!  
**Composer:** Dorked  
**Based On:** Mad Mew Mew  
**Leitmotifs:** Mad Mew Mew, Beta Undertale
Track Name: Confrontation! The Killer Robot's Last Stand!
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Libera Me From Hell from Tengen Toppa Gurren Lagann (天元突破グレンラガン, Tengen Toppa Guren Ragan, lit. "Pierce the Heavens, Gurren Lagann")
Leitmotifs: Metal Crusher, It's Showtime!, Power of NEO/Battle Against a True Hero

Track Name: Stars Collide! Rise, Mettaton SPIRAL!
Composer: Dorked, Keno, LucasPucas
Based On: Original
Leitmotifs: Battle Against a True Hero, Another Medium, Metal Crusher, Death Report, CORE, Oh! One True Lovel, It's Showtime! Death By Glamour

Track Name: Run For Your Life!
Composer: scolipendra, Run!
Based On: Run!
Leitmotifs: Run!
Special Notes: Run!

Track Name: Say Your Prayers, Punk!
Composer: Dorked
Based On: ~Battle of Providence~ from Bravely Second
Leitmotifs: Spear of Justice/Undyne, Core, Battle Against a True Hero, It's Showtime! Core, Another Medium, Amalgalm, Bonetrousle, Heartache, Once Upon a Time, Reunited(?), Beta Undertale.

Track Name: Defiant to your End
Composer: Mildred
Based On: Original, with some shades of Amalgam.
Leitmotifs: Battle Against a True Hero

Track Name: ACT -> STAND GROUND!
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Don’t Give Up
Leitmotifs: Reunited, Stronger Monsters, Bonetrousle

Track Name: Fate of the Fallen
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Beta Undertale
Leitmotifs: Your Best Friend, Memory/His Theme, Undertale, Reunited, Beta Undertale, Bergentrückung, Heartache, Bonetrousle, Stronger Monsters, Lament of the Last

Track Name: Lament of the Last
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Original
Leitmotifs: Lament of the Last
Track Name: A Hollow Sigh
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Loosely based on Small Shock
Leitmotifs: Heartache, Small Shock, Memory/His Theme, Once Upon a Time

Track Name: Heartbroken
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Loosely based on Bergentrückung
Leitmotifs: Heartache, Fallen Down (Reprise), Lament of The Last

Track Name: Fallen Crown
Composer: Dorked and Galactigal
Based On: Loosely based on ASGORE
Leitmotifs: Heartache, Fallen Down, Memory/His Theme, Lament of The Last, Once Upon a Time, Beta Undertale ASGORE, Your Best Friend, Alphys, MEGALOVANIA.

Track Name: What Went Wrong...?
Composer: Dorked and Xalia
Based On: Original/Loosely based on Here We Are.
Leitmotifs: Spear of Justice, Your Best Friend, Bonetrousle.

Track Name: <start ATKconfig.dll>
Composer: Dorked
Based on: Original
Leitmotifs: Amalgam, Another Medium

Track Name: Stay Determined! (Reprise)
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Fallen Down
Leitmotifs: Determination, Reunited, Stronger Monsters, Bonetrousle.

Track Name: sans' very cool song.
Composer: sans.
Based On: i made it.
Leitmotifs: there's a lot of them. my favorite is the one that goes 'doot'.

Track Name: Ultimatum
Composer: Dorked
Based On: Original.
Leitmotifs: MEGALOVANIA, Undyne/Spear of Justice, Reunited, Your Best Friend
**Track Name:** Everything is (Not) Fine  
**Composer:** Dorked and Jimmy the Bassist.  
**Based On:** Original.  
**Leitmotifs:** MEGALOVANIA/MeGaLoVania, It’s Raining Somewhere Else, Reunited, Stronger Monsters, Snowy/Dating Start, Once Upon a Time, Finale, Bonetrousle, Undyne/Spear of Justice, Death Report, Beta Undertale, Ruins

**Track Name:** mus_null  
**Composer:** Dorked  
**Based On:** Original, but loose inspiration from Not Safe from OFF and But Nobody Came.  
**Leitmotifs:** Your Best Friend, His Theme, Original

**Track Name:** mus_ascend  
**Composer:** Dorked  
**Based on:** Loosely based on The Extreme from Final Fantasy VIII  
**Leitmotifs:** His Theme, Your Best Friend, Your Best Nightmare, Bonetrousle, Reunited, Beta Undertale, Once Upon a Time, Don’t Forget, mus_null original motif.

**Track Name:** Jerry’s Last Stand  
**Composer:** Everybody  
**Based On:** God’s final tear, as he saw reality itself be torn apart.  
**Leitmotifs:** The entire Undertale and Deltarune soundtrack, alongside everything within Nintendo’s sound library. Also me banging my head against the wall.  
**Special Notes:** True final boss theme of Jerry, The Destroyer Of All AUs.

---

**List of Leitmotifs sorted by number of appearances (outdated)**  
======================================================================

**Name:** Undyne/Spear of Justice  
**Appears:** 27 times.  
**Associated with:** Undyne

**Name:** Reunited  
**Appears:** 18 times.  
**Associated with:** Frisk.

**Name:** Heartache  
**Appears:** 15 times.  
**Associated with:** Toriel.

**Name:** It’s Showtime!  
**Appears:** 14 times.  
**Associated with:** Mettaton.
Name: Your Best Friend
Appears: 11 times.
Associated with: Flowey/Asriel.

Name: Stronger Monsters
Appears: 10 times.
Associated with: Frisk.

Name: Once Upon a Time
Appears: 8 times.
Associated with: Chara.

Name: Ghost Fight
Appears: 8 times.
Associated with: Napstablook. Shared with Mad Dummy and Muffet as well.

Name: Memory/His Theme
Appears: 7 times.
Associated with: Flowey/Asriel.

Name: Beta Undertale
Appears: 6 times.
Associated with: Chara.

Name: Finale
Appears: 4 times.
Associated with: Flowey.

Name: Determination
Appears: 4 times.
Associated with: Asgore.

Name: Determination
Appears: 4 times.
Associated with: Bergentrückung
Miscellaneous Trivia (a bit outdated)

Number of Tracks: 98
Total Time: 2:39:26
List of Composers Involved (23 in Total): Dorked (56 Tracks), Pineapple With Sunglasses (8 Tracks), Jimmy the Bassist (7 Tracks), LucasPucas (5 Tracks), Jamangar (4 Tracks), 2nogyrop (3 Tracks), Atrea (3 Tracks), Master of Toast (2 Tracks), Keno (2 Tracks), ThomasThePencil (3 Tracks), Doctorine (2 Tracks), Electric Sparks (2 Tracks), Offtopic (2 Tracks), Kae (1 Track), Mada (1 Track), Xalia (1 Track), scolipendra (1 Track), Galactigal (2 Tracks), Charagunner (1 Track), CoffeK (1 Track), Timberwoof (1 Track) and Dekanai (1 Track).
Longest Track: Inverted Fate.
Shortest Track: Ringtone - Papyrus/Frisk

Format Template
Track Name: a
Composer: aa
Based On: aaa
Leitmotifs: aaaa
Special Notes: aaaaa

Other Template
Name: a.
Appears: aa,
Associated with: aa!
By Tilemahosbra.
If I missed anything, inform me.